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MR. WILLIAM L. BATT DISCUSSES

POST-WAR WORLD.

Philadelphia,

Thursday.

William L. Batt, Chairman of the Raw Materials Board of the War Production

Board, today discussed some of the problems of the post-war world in an address

to the graduating class of Drexel Institute,

Mr. Batt said: ~

"The day has gone by when manpower can be treated as a chattel to be used

when wanted and left to shift for itself in odd times; unemployment cannot

much longer be left to take care of itself as one of the unpleasant but

unavoidable by-products of our social structure,

"One of the fundamental weaknesses of the remedies we have experimented
with in an attempt to provide security may bo that they have only redistributed

what we already had. The desirable objective of course in the post-war pro-

gramme would bo to produce more goods for not only better distribution, but

what is more important for wider distribution* More goods for more people and

probably necessarily at lower prices is the future programme which has appeal to

everybody and one which may well challenge the best thinking your generation

can produce.

"This period of trial has demonstrated clearly that unemployment on any

large scale is not again likely to be tolerated for any substantial period of

time. Haven’t we got to admit that it is a poor society which, in the face of

abundant raw materials, good soil and climate, cannot provide or is too lazy

to try to provide decent subsistence for those of its people who are able and

willing to work.

"It is because I have such grave concern for what may happen after this war

has been 'won that I urge your consideration of this question now. Some

reasonably promising answers ought to be at hand before the next emergency

threatens. It is for that reason that I disregard the views of those people
who insist that this is no time to think about anything except winning the war -

that it will be enough to decide what follows that victory, when victory is

assured. Pearl Harbour has its significance only because of our unpreparedness.

We must not permit another Pearl Harbour to follow on the first days of peace.

"Today, every man, woman and child in the world who is a victim of

injustice in any of its loathsome forms stands as a living challenge to you.

They summon you to wholesale war - to a war of construction instead of

annihilation - a determined war against insecurity and indecent living wherever

those conditions exist in our country and out of it,"

U.S.O.W.I.


